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QUESTION 1

A repository has objects of dm_document type in a folder named "SOPNet". A user wants to find all dm_document in
this folder AND all containing subfolders checked out by them. 

How can the user complete the following query to accomplish this?select * from dm_document where
r_lock_owner=user _______________ 

A. and folder(/SOPNet, descend) 

B. and folder(/SOPNet) 

C. and folder(/SOPNet, all) 

D. and folder(/SOPNet, *) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Webtop user checks out a Microsoft Word document from the repository and edits it. How will the user be prompted
upon checkin of the edited document? 

A. Checkin as the same, next minor, or next major version. 

B. Checkin as the same version 

C. Checkin as either the next major or minor version 

D. Rename the new version 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What does the Copy/Paste function in Webtop accomplish? 

A. creates a link to the object in the repository 

B. creates a new, unrelated object in the repository 

C. copies content to be pasted into other documents 

D. moves the object to another repository location 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which action is possible when LDAP is used with Documentum? 

A. import users and groups 

B. import users only 

C. import groups only 

D. import users, groups, and permissions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

In the version tree shown, with Delete permission on the document object, which statement is true? 

A. Version 3.6 will remain the current version. 

B. Version 3.4.1.1 cannot be versioned to become a major version. 

C. Version 3.4.1.0 was the current version before version 3.4.1.1 was created. 

D. Version 3.4.1.0 cannot have a check-out operation. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What is shared by a lightweight sysobject (LWSO) and its parent? 

A. replication 

B. versioning 

C. security 

D. subject 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which activity requires the content that is sent to it to be a well-formed XML file that is namespace selfsufficient? 

A. jms outbound 

B. database write 

C. jms inbound 
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D. Web service 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What must be in place in the client to enable the addition of users to a Dynamic Group? 

A. Custom programming 

B. DFS programming 

C. Webtop 

D. DFC programming 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A parent workflow initiates a child workflow, and the parent workflow is configured to wait for the child workflow to
complete. What must happen for the parent workflow to proceed? 

A. A notification must be received in the parent\\'s activity after the child workflow completes. 

B. The Content Server must receive an event after the child workflow completes. 

C. The Documentum Messaging Services must receive an event after the child workflow completes. 

D. An event must be received in the parent\\'s activity after the child workflow completes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the "Place in Text" filter available for when using CenterStage? 

A. CenterStage content 

B. CenterStage and Documentum repository content 

C. CenterStage and intranet content 

D. CenterStage and public website content 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11
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A running workflow instance\\'s automated activity has failed and another automatic activity needs to be triggered. 

How can the workflow be configured to anticipate failures of the automated activity? 

A. Configure the automated activity with a fault handling activity. 

B. Configure the automated activity to auto retry. 

C. Configure the automated activity with a reject flow. 

D. Configure the automated activity to continue execution. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which query will retrieve the names of all document owners and provide a count of the number of documents each user
owns? 

A. select "owner_name", count(*) from "dm_document" group by "owner_name" 

B. select "owner_name", count(*) from "dm_document" order by "owner_name" 

C. select "owner_name", count(*) from "dm_document" having owner_name like \\'%\\' 

D. select distinct "owner_name", count(*) from "dm_document" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A Webtop user has the Client Capability attribute set to "Consumer." Which restrictions are imposed on this user? 

A. Cannot delete documents or view documents. 

B. Cannot delete workflows or view forms. 

C. Cannot delete documents or launch workflows. 

D. Cannot delete groups or launch workflows. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

What does a lifecycle do? 

A. Defines the state of a file at each point in the process 

B. Routes documents for editing and approval tasks 
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C. Creates new content in the repository 

D. Organizes versions of the same document 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What is used to transfer files between D2 and the client browser? 

A. ActiveX only 

B. ActiveX and Unified Client Facilities (UCF) 

C. ActiveX or HTTP 

D. UCF only 

Correct Answer: C 
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